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1: David Ludwig (physician) - Wikipedia
She has now teamed up with her husband, Dr. David Ludwig to bring you the chef quality recipes in the Bestselling book
Always Hungry? and the companion cookbook Always Delicious. David S. Ludwig, MD, PhD, is a practicing
endocrinologist and researcher at Boston Children's Hospital, Professor of Pediatrics at Harvard Medical School, and.

When you cut back on calories, the body fights back Obesity-excess fat in storage, but a state of starvation to
the rest of the body, cutting back on calories always worsens this phenomenon Insulin: Full Transcript Kara
Fitzgerald: Welcome to New Frontiers in Functional Medicine. Today, I have the pleasure of speaking with
David Ludwig. Ludwig, welcome to the program. Great to be with you today. Tell me about that. Yes, well, I
had no bad habits to break. The irony is that most cases of chronic disease are related to lifestyle and diet, and
yet we study overwhelmingly drug and surgical treatments and neglect the origins of these diseases. I know
you in your practice in functional medicine takes a very different approach to this. I finished medical school
and my training with very little background in nutrition and got involved in basic research in the bench
looking at genes and biological factors that affect body weight in rodents. At the same time, I was setting up a
clinic at my hospital, a weight management clinic, and using the same old paradigm of calories in, calories
out, which seemed to neglect the fascinating biological factors that we were studying in the laboratory and
were presumed to be critical in affecting body weight. In the laboratory, it was about biology. In the clinic, we
neglected that and assumed this was all willpower, and that was a disconnect that I struggled with for quite a
while until I began to understand a new way of thinking about food, food based on its effects on our
hormones, metabolism, literally the expression of our genes, that opened up an entirely new approach to
weight management that was free of the calorie in, calorie out prism through which we have been focused so
long. Has all the research over the years been towards this calories in, calories out phenomena? Well, in that
piece, it was an editorial by the editors of JAMA questioning the simplicity of the calorie in, calorie out
model. There are a few awkward soft spots to this way of thinking. This disregards the fact that calorie
reduction is an extraordinarily poor long-term strategy for weight loss. Very few people can do it. The ultimate
irony is if conscious control over calories were so important, how did humans manage to avoid massive
swings in our body weight before the very notion of the calorie was invented years ago? What happens when
we cut back on calories? When you cut back on calories, the body fights back. The first thing that happens is
we get hungrier. Very hard to ignore over the long term. You can do so have hours or maybe a few days or a
while, but over the long term, very difficult to do. If you actually do manage to ignore your hunger, then the
body has other tricks, including slowing metabolism. Your metabolism slows down. That combination of slow
metabolism and rising hunger creates a battle that very few people can win over the long term. It also activates
other areas of the brain involved in craving and reward. If you just cut back calories, you make that situation
worse. The fundamental problem is that fat cells on calorie storage overdrive. Yes, you can do it for a while;
anybody can lose a few pounds, but what happens after weeks and months? It almost always comes back,
unless you change what you eat. The analogy I would use is like edema. Edema is a state in which fluid leaks
out of the blood vessels and can accumulate elsewhere in the body such as the legs. Someone with edema
might have 20 extra pounds of water in their body, but oftentimes, they have insatiable, unquenchable thirst.
Remember the first food guide pyramid in ? You know, all fats are at the top to be consumed sparingly, and a
range of highly-processed carbohydrates were at the base, grain-based carbohydrates, up to servings a day.
Some people were actually suggesting sugar was fine to eat because it helped you dilute fat calories. This was
a quote from review article. You dilute out your fat calories in your diet by eating more sugar. White bread
raises blood sugar actually faster than table sugar. Table sugar is half fructose. You can digest it in minutes.
Blood sugar surges; insulin surges. Insulin is the ultimate fat cell fertilizer. This is endocrinology Give them
the right amount of insulin, and their growth trajectory resumes a normal course. Start someone with type II
diabetes on insulin, they gain weight. This is absolutely fair. These highly-processed carbs, sugar and refined
grains, potato products, raise insulin calorie-for-calorie more than any other food in existence. The insulin
programs the incoming calories to get sucked up in fat, and it locks the fat closed. The quickest way to reverse
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this, and the diet that we propose, we offer â€¦ We have a 3-phase program in the book â€¦ is a rich, high-fat
diet, nuts and nut batters, full-fat dairy, rich sauces and spreads, savory proteins, but also not â€¦ dark
chocolate, I should add, but also not a very low carbohydrate or ketogenic diet. There are a lot of natural
carbohydrates just to slow digesting. This lowers insulin, calms chronic inflammation, and helps those fat cells
open up, flood the body with calories, moving metabolism into weight loss mode. All those fats help you
displace the processed carbohydrates without missing them. May I tell you about one of the studies we did?
We published this in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition We took 12 young men who have high body
weight and gave them, in a cross-over fashion, 2 milkshakes, one on one day, another on the other day,
randomized order. The milkshakes actually have the same protein, fat, carbohydrate, calories, the same
sweetness, which was adjusted experimentally. It takes longer to digest. We found that, as expected, the blood
sugar and insulin shot up after the fast-acting carbohydrate milkshake. At that time, we did brain scans with
something called functional MRI. We saw that one area of the brain had lit up in every single participant. In
this case, everybody did, so we had astronomical statistical power to look at this. It also suggested one meal,
the slow-acting milkshake, turned off that craving center. We started out with this rich, high-fat diet and then,
to help jump-start weight loss, it helps to lower insulin, chronic inflation; it helps these fat cells open up. Then
we transition after 2 weeks to phase 2, which adds back whole-kernel grains. Some people can tolerate it. We
add back a touch of sugar so you get to have a sweet dessert once in a while, but you stay in phase 2, which is
still quite high-fat until your weight comes down to its new lower set point. If you can tolerate it, and some
people, especially after eating well for a few months, have the ability to do that, then enjoy yourself. We want
to ask people for the minimum of deprivation to provide the maximum of benefit. Have linguine in Italy, or at
a birthday party at home, have some cake and ice cream. Many people will find that they do best with little to
none of those. We have symptom trackers and charts to help you find your tipping point. You talk about
insulin sensitivity, leptin, thyroid function, cortisol, and so forth. Anything in our support of our patients doing
this program you would suggest? In addition, we can, and I can mention a few, but one can also think about
adding on some other laboratories to look specifically for insulin resistance and chronic inflammation. You
know, a standard work-up would involve like an assessment of diabetes risks, so hemoglobin A1C is an easy
one, and just as good as doing an oral glucose tolerance test in many situations. Hemoglobin A1C, maybe a
fasting blood sugar, of course a fasting lipid panel is helpful. Saturated fat raises LDL, but those tend to be
bigger, fluffier particles that are a little less atherogenic, and saturated fat also raises HDL, so the total ratio
remains relatively unchanged. Triglycerides in addition, or one can do a full LDL particle size panel. Then I
oftentimes get an ALT as a marker of fatty liver. Oh, in terms of insulin levels themselves, you can just get a
fasting insulin, which is a good marker of insulin resistance, and then CRP, which is a marker of chronic
inflammation, C-reactive protein, if you want to. In special circumstances, you can assess for thyroid. There is
a lot of interest in ketogenic diets now, and perhaps especially for type II diabetes, the famous exercise
physiologist Tim Noakes from South Africa had recommended a low-fat diet for many years. He was running
marathons and developed type II diabetes himself. Then he became interested in low carbohydrate and
ketogenic diets, got on one himself. Basically his diabetes is in total remission. He speaks of this publicly. It
really needs to be tested. It shows remarkable effects in epilepsy in children. Some children who have
intractable epilepsy get cured on a ketogenic diet. It requires a lot of focused intention. It can be difficult to
come in and out. As you transition into a ketogenic diet, the brain shifts from a primary dependence on
glucose to ketones. Ketones are a great fuel for the brain. That can be a rocky transition for people, so we want
to stay away from skirting the edge. You know, I was going to ask you, and that makes sense, and I appreciate
your explanation around that.
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2: Always Hungry? and Always Delicious Books by Dr. David Ludwig
"In Always Hungry?, world renowned endocrinologist and researcher David Ludwig explains in clear, accessible
language what has made Americans so fat and what we can do to reverse the obesity epidemic for our ourselves, our
children and our nation. This is a must-read!".

I was not raised in a household that entertained even a curiosity about nutrition, to say the least. It took until I
was nearly twenty before I had the palate to even choke down a green salad. The body can be capable of
handling a lot, but as all of us learn at some point, the body has limits. For me, it had become more that my
body was my limit - or more, my relative size was not something that occupied conscious space, but rather I
could intuitively feel that I was not healthy. I completed the first 3 weeks of the plan exactly as laid out which means, I followed the suggested menu precisely. The first 3 weeks also happen to be the amount of time
in which you have a comprehensive, detailed, down-to-the-ingredient-shopping-list plan laid out for you to
follow. I would like to start at the place I feel is most helpful - which were the challenges. It involves a lot of
prep work. If you do not already spend a lot of time in the kitchen, the amount of work this program demands
might come as a bit of a shock. Which means, it involves a lot of time. While each of the individual recipes
tend to be fairly simple, you are eating homemade breakfasts, lunches, dinners and snacks. It adds up to time
spent in the kitchen, and a lot of dishes. It involves some specialty ingredients, and thus gets expensive. If
your food budget is bare bones, this plan will probably not work for you. Beyond the initial investment
required in some of these ingredients, the plan otherwise consists almost entirely in fresh fruits and vegetables,
and quality proteins including beef, chicken, fish and tofu - which means if you want to do this plan right, you
should be buying wild-caught fish, and pasture raised meats whenever possible. You will rarely feel hungry.
Each meal and snack was satisfying on a level beyond taste, by which I mean, I felt incredibly sustained and
thus really able to focus a lot more energy on what matters. You will learn how your body deals without sugar,
and it will shock you. Which feels a lot more incredible than it sounds. There are preplanned shopping lists
you can easily print out, and shop from, or use to order your groceries. I appreciated the tools that the plan
provides - it made it easier for me in ways that allowed me to save energy on the actual work of making the
food. But again, having the time and energy to make the food, and to be able to afford the markup to order my
groceries, speaks to a sort of privilege that is not necessarily available to everyone. There are a lot of systemic
issues that contribute to poor access to proper nutrition in this country - and a lot of interests that stand to gain
from that lack. During that time, I lost 9 pounds and 2. Incredibly at home in my body. Even after only the 3
weeks spent, following the regimen exactly as it was laid out, my physical well-being and mental acuity have
both improved to a degree I would never have imagined possible. After 3 weeks, I decided - in part due to
laziness - to return to my old ways. After that week, I not only feel considerably worse than I did during those
entire 3 weeks now that I know the alternative , I feel even more motivated than before to return to it, because
now I know what is possible. It takes work, but as they say, nothing worth having necessarily comes easy. But
in this particular arena, the work does not always amount to reward. In this case, it absolutely does, simply by
virtue of the ways it puts you back in touch with your own body. I feel I can confidently say this book taught
me how to eat for the first time in my life.
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3: Always Hungry? - David S. Ludwig, MD, PhD
always hungry? Leading Harvard Medical School Expert and "Obesity Warrior" Dr. David Ludwig rewrites the rules on
weight loss, diet, and health in this bestselling book. He brings 25+ years of research, sound science, over 75 delicious
recipes, and a 3-week menu plan to guide you.

According to David Ludwig, MD, PhD, leading obesity researcher and professor of nutrition at Harvard
University, our time and energy might be better spent paying more attention to what we eat rather than how
much we eat. In fact, our diet has the capacity to actually retrain our fat cells to burn more calories, Dr.
Released January , Dr. We can break the cycle of cravings, intense hunger and overeating that cause many of
us to gain weight. The 3-Day Military Diet: Cracking Your Fat Cells Working with your body rather than
against it is key to success, says Ludwig. Never go hungry and fill up on foods that enable you to burn fat,
rather than store fat. It all has to do with insulin, a hormone your pancreas secretes when you are digesting
foods. When you eat a meal full of processed carbohydrates like breads and bakery goods, your insulin level
skyrockets as your body digests the carbs in your food and immediately stores the glucose sugar from your
food in your fat cells. Your body experiences an energy crisis and it will demand food, stat. Seems
counterintuitive that fatty foods can help you lose weight, right? They have to be healthy sources of fat think:
Ludwig outlines his three-phase program for losing weight for good. His book is filled with tips on how to
dine out and still eat healthy, nourishing recipes created by his wife, a professional chef, and insights on how
to tap into your own motivation. All grain products, added sugars and potatoes are off limits, and you have the
option to follow these detailed menus. Still on the table: The low-carb approach is meant to jump start weight
loss and help you conquer cravings. During this period, you can add in slow-digesting carbs like brown rice,
quinoa and oats. Phase Three This is the lifestyle, or maintenance phase. This ratio is very similar to the
Mediterranean Diet. Some people can lose two or three pounds a week on this program, while others will lose
less, Ludwig notes. A radically different attitude to eating and living well. Part of the reason the Always
Hungry Solution works for some might be the gentle approach it takes to eating.
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4: Episode Always Hungry? A Conversation with David Ludwig
In ALWAYS HUNGRY?, renowned endocrinologist Dr. David Ludwig explains why traditional diets don't work, and
presents a radical new plan to help you lose weight without hunger, improve your heal Forget everything you've been
taught about dieting.

Our Contributor Profile Page Always Hungry by David Ludwig Review Conventional dietary wisdom of the
past half century or so has held that a low-fat diet is the best for health, but since people started to follow that
advice â€” and to eat unbelievable quantities of highly processed carbs, fast food and the like â€” rates of
overweight and obesity have skyrocketed, with nearly half the states reporting more than 30 percent of their
residents are obese, and every state clocking in with more than 50 percent being overweight or obese.
Emphasizing consumption of fat and reduction â€” indeed temporary elimination â€” of refined carbs, it looks
more like the diet of the s or the Mediterranean diet than what most people these days are used to eating. A
Plan in Three Phases The Always Hungry plan is divided into three phases aimed at retraining the fat cells to
release stored up calories, which will help people lose weight and reduce risk factors for heart disease and
other diet-related health problems. The book describes the goals thus: Follow a simple lifestyle prescription
focused on enjoyable physical activities, sleep, and stress relief to improve metabolism and support permanent
behavior change. Specifically, the plan boosts protein intake and cuts carbs, with a sliding scale used through
the three phases of the diet. All refined carbs are eliminated from the diet, as well as starchy vegetables. It
increases carbs to 35 percent of calories and allows whole-grain items as well as starchy vegetables other than
white potatoes. Fat becomes 40 percent of the diet, while protein remains at 25 percent. Refined carbs and
white potatoes are allowed in small doses, and people are advised to keep a close check on how their body
reacts to such foods before returning to regular consumption of them. The Always Hungry Solution: How it
Works Ludwig says the plan works without specifically focusing on calories because low-calorie diets are
actually a big part of the problem. Excessive weight gain occurs when fat cells suck up and store too many
calories, leaving too few for the rest of the body. Faced with calorie deprivation, the body goes into starvation
mode and fights back. Hunger and food cravings rise and metabolism slowsâ€”the perfect recipe for weight
regain and disordered eating habits. Ludwig likens cutting calories in order to lose weight to taking an ice bath
to reduce a fever. Treating the causes of the fever will be more effective than just trying to lower the fever
through some unnatural means. Being overweight, he says, is caused by the hormone insulin wreaking havoc
on the body and causing fat cells to hold onto calories. Treating the root cause will allow fat cells to release
calories back into body, reducing cravings, speeding up metabolism and allowing people following the diet to
lose weight without struggle, he says. Tools for Success The Always Hungry book includes details on each
phase of the plan, charts of allowable foods and what to avoid and recipes to use in the first two phases.
Signing up on the Always Hungry website allows users to download daily and monthey tracking tools.
Ludwig advocates weighing weekly and paying attention to waist circumference, but also rating your levels of
fullness or hunger, stress and energy through the day so you can understand how food and movement, stress
and sleep make you feel. All of these things are touched on in the program. Users are encouraged to take a
walk after dinner through all stages of the program, and to add more vigorous exercise as the program
progresses. He also encourages getting enough sleep and doing things to reduce stress levels. In addition to the
recipes, the book includes lists of allowed foods, tips on cooking vegetables and grains and roasted nuts, all of
which are important skills for success. He includes tips for altering recipes to work in phase three if you want
to as well as ideas for building your own meal plan and making smart choices at restaurants. They used the
program for 16 weeks, and the book is peppered with comments from them to give readers a taste of what the
program is really like. You can do fad diets where you lose 24 pounds in 24 days but then jump right back into
old eating habits. Or you could lose a few pounds a month for a year and maintain that weight for the rest of
your life while still enjoying eating. Most people in the pilot initially lost 1 to 2 pounds a week, a few lost
even more, some a bit less. The rate of weight loss on the Always Hungry Solution will vary from person to
person, based on individual metabolism, overall health, starting weight, age, physical activity level, and also
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how prepared you are to follow the plan. The program is designed to lower your body weight set pointâ€”the
weight that the body fights to maintainâ€”creating the right internal conditions to achieve and maintain
optimal weight loss. Even those who only lost a few pounds mention decreased hunger, increased energy and
more stable moods when following the plan. They note that at first they were skeptical that a plan with such a
high fat content could help them lose weight and be healthier but that it does seem to work.
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5: Always Hungry? by David Ludwig | The Red Fairy Project
Diet doesn't have to mean deprivation, and weight loss doesn't have to be temporary. Based on the over + scientific
studies I've conducted, and several hu.

Saturday, January 9, Always Hungry? Conquer cravings, retrain your fat cells, and lose weight permanently.
The book is getting widespread media coverage. Although I sometimes disagree with how he interprets
evidence, he has made significant and useful contributions to the scientific literature in these areas, and I also
support his efforts to find policy solutions to curb the intake of sweetened beverages and other junk foods.
Ludwig has written several high-profile op-ed pieces in recent years, both in the popular press and in scientific
journals 1 , 2. He argues that our understanding of eating behavior and obesity may be all wrong, and that our
focus on calories may be leading us away from the true cause of obesity: And the primary culprit is insulin.
According to this view, overeating is irrelevant. We gain fat because our insulin levels are too high, leading
our fat tissue to take up too much fat, and other tissues to take up too much glucose, causing our blood energy
levels to drop and resulting in fat gain, hunger, and fatigue. The ultimate cause of the problem is the
rapidly-digesting carbohydrate and sugar we eat. The process of getting fat makes you overeat" 3. Here are
eleven facts that may make you question this line of reasoning: Overeating does make you fat. Randomized
controlled trials have shown that eating excess calories causes fat gain, whether the extra calories come from
fat or carbohydrate, and regardless of their impact on insulin levels 4 , 5. If you eat too many calories,
regardless of why you overate, you will gain fat although some people are intrinsically more resistant to
overeating-induced fat gain than others. Hunger is only one of the reasons we eat. Much of the eating we do in
the affluent world has little to do with hunger-- a phenomenon researchers call "non-homeostatic eating".
Obesity is not a condition of "internal starvation". Fat cells do not have an increased affinity for fat in people
with obesity and high insulin. In fact, people with obesity and elevated insulin release fat from their fat tissue
at a higher rate than lean people with lower insulin higher total lipolysis rate; 9. Body fatness is regulated by
the brain, not by fat tissue or the pancreas. There is a vast research literature showing that the brain regulates
food intake, energy expenditure, and fat tissue metabolism to regulate the size of body fat stores There is no
known mechanism intrinsic to fat tissue or the insulin-secreting pancreas that does this. Genetic differences
that impact body fatness tend to be located in genes that affect brain function, not fat tissue or insulin signaling
11 , High insulin levels do not predict future weight gain 13 , If high insulin were a major contributor to
obesity, weight loss would be a positive feedback process. In other words, the more weight you lost, the easier
it would become to lose further weight. This is because weight loss itself reduces insulin levels, both between
and after meals 15 , Yet what we observe is the opposite: Foods that lead to higher blood levels of glucose
and insulin do not result in greater subsequent hunger. The most comprehensive study examined 38 common
foods and found no relationship between glycemic index and subsequent hunger, and an inverse relationship
between insulin levels and hunger i. Diets that reduce blood glucose and insulin swings low-glycemic are not
an effective tool for weight control. Billions of people globally eat high-glycemic diets and remain lean. Many
traditional diets are very high in starch and low in fat. There is no evidence that our appetites increase, and our
energy level drops, because our fat cells are hoovering up fat from the bloodstream. The concrete evidence I
have encountered 3 and 4 above is at odds with the claim. What I doubt is the mechanism to which he
attributes these effects. There are other hypotheses that explain why some of us are "always hungry", but these
focus on the brain-- the organ that controls hunger, food motivation, body fatness, and the behaviors of food
intake. In my view, these are a better fit for the evidence.
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6: Always Hungry? by David Ludwig
Read the Recipes from "Always Hungry" by Dr David Ludwig discussion from the Chowhound Home Cooking, Healthy
food community. Join the discussion today.

Ludwig, MD, PhD explores the reasons why some people are always hungry in his latest book: Virtually all
weight loss recommendations from the U. Obesity rates remain at historic highs, despite an incessant focus on
calorie balance by the government, professional health associations, and the food industry witness the " calorie
pack". Furthermore, the customary method to reduce calorie consumption since the s, a low-fat diet, has failed
miserably. Although the focus on calorie balance rarely produces weight loss , it regularly causes suffering. If
all calories are alike, then there are no "bad foods," and the onus is on us to exert self-control. This view
blames people with excess weight who are presumed to lack knowledge, discipline, or willpower â€”
absolving the food industry of responsibility for aggressively marketing junk food and the government for
ineffective dietary guidance. In a sense, being heavy has become prime evidence of a weakness of character,
provoking prejudice and stigmatization. The "calorie is a calorie" concept also has prompted development of
some patently bizarre products, such as "low-fat" candy, cookies, and salad dressings, typically containing
more sugar than the original full-fat versions. Are we really to believe that, for someone on a diet, a cup of
cola with calories would make a better snack than a one ounce serving of nuts containing almost calories?
New research has revealed the flaws in this way of thinking. Conversely, nuts, olive oil, and dark chocolate
â€” some of the most calorie-dense foods in existence â€” appear to prevent obesity, diabetes, and heart
disease! Fat cells take in or release calories only when instructed to do so by external signals â€” and the
master control is insulin. Too much insulin causes weight gain, whereas too little causes weight loss. So if we
think about obesity as a disorder involving fat cells, then a radically different view emerges: The process of
becoming fat makes us overeat. In other words, hunger and overeating are the consequences of an underlying
problem. Though this proposition sounds radical, consider what happens in pregnancy. With pregnancy, this is
normal and healthy. Something has triggered fat cells to suck up and store too many calories from the blood.
Consequently, fewer calories are available to fuel the energy needs of the body. Perceiving a problem, the
brain unleashes the starvation response, including measures to increase calorie intake hunger and save energy
slower metabolism. Eating more solves this "energy crisis" but also accelerates weight gain. Cutting calories
reverses the weight gain temporarily, but inevitably increases hunger and slows metabolism even more. One
obvious source of the problem is highly processed carbohydrates â€” the bread, breakfast cereals, crackers,
chips, cakes, cookies, candy, and sugary drinks that flooded our diets during the low-fat era. Anything
containing primarily refined grains, potato products, or concentrated sugar digests rapidly, raising insulin
levels excessively and programming fat cells to hoard calories. Other aspects of our highly processed diet and
elements of our modern lifestyle â€” including stress, sleep deprivation, and sedentary habits â€” have forced
fat cells into calorie-storage overdrive. Fortunately, these negative effects are reversible. Highly processed
carbohydrates overstimulate fat cells, driving them into a frenzy. They become greedy and consume more than
their fair share of calories. Sure, we can cut back our calories for a while. But further limiting the calories
available to the body actually makes matters worse. Before long, our bodies rebel against enforced
deprivation. Eventually, we succumb and overeat, typically on all the wrong foods, fueling a vicious cycle of
weight gain. The solution is to make a truce with our fat cells, help them calm down, and convince them to
cooperate with the rest of the body. The way to do this is by changing what we eat, not how much. Follow a
simple lifestyle prescription focused on enjoyable physical activities, sleep, and stress relief to improve
metabolism and support permanent behavior change. Think of this plan as obedience training for your fat
cells. Excerpted from the book Always Hungry? Reprinted by permission of Grand Central Publishing. You
can find out more about Dr. Ludwig and his book Always Hungry? Eat the Right Amount of Calories for You.
Accessed June 21, Ludwig DS. Weight loss strategies for adolescents: Effects of dietary composition on
energy expenditure during weight-loss maintenance. The science of obesity: An essay by Gary Taubes.
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7: NYT Bestselling Book Always Hungry? by Dr. David Ludwig
Forget the claim that all calories are equal! Dr. David Ludwig's new diet book, Always Hungry?, turns traditional diet
advice on its head with its premise that insulin, spiked by consumption of.

8: Eat Fat, Lose Weight: The Anti-Hunger Diet
In the New York Times bestseller ALWAYS HUNGRY?, renowned endocrinologist Dr. David Ludwig explains why
traditional diets don't work, and presents a radical new plan to help you lose weight without hunger, improve your health,
and feel great.

9: 2 Keto Dudes - Episode #94 - Always Hungry with Dr. David Ludwig
In his new book, "Always Hungry?," David Ludwig argues that the primary driver of obesity today is not an excess of
calories per se, but an excess of high glycemic foods like sugar, refined grains and other processed carbohydrates.
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